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The story is the story of the Esoterrorists. If you were ever curious about what the Esoterrorists were
all about, they are the ancient coterie of dark, evil, occultists dedicated to creating a world of fear. I
tried to explain my reasons for indulging in the newest edition of The Esoterrorists to one of my
players. His only response was " For what?" Im still trying to figure that out, so please excuse my
maladroitness. The Esoterrorists was also the inspiration for why I chose to design Mutant City Blues
as a narrative gaming supplement to my world of Strange and Misfit Game ( http://myth-of-the-
rings.blogspot.com/2017/12/my-world-of-strange-and-misfit-game.html ). So as with the Mutant City
Blues scenario in Mutant City Blues, the players find themselves trying to figure out what happened
to an active terrorist attack that killed at least one player or NPC. The place is well known as the
largest city on a planet in an uncharted system, and theyre drawn by the lure of astronomical riches
to a place of constant danger and competition for those riches. But if the players stay too long, theyll
be hunted down and eliminated by a murderous cabal called the Bloodless Empire. In the course of
investigating the attacks, theyll stumble on a conspiracy that will change the course of alien history.
Esoterrorists Philosophy: The Esoterrorists believe that all good things have a dark side. We believe
that without risking, looking for, and sometimes creating the darkness that is there. This is why we
have deep respect for those who use the dark arts for the light.
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